A humble effort TO PROTECT our COVID frontline warriors.

- Especially made for DOCTORS, PARAMEDICAL STAFF, FIELD HEALTH WORKERS, RESCUE VOLUNTEERS, POLICE PERSONNEL, ALL WHO ARE WORKING FRONTLINE for the cause.
- Protection against direct droplets, prevents accidental touching of face.
- Internationally accepted as a dark horse to break the chain.
- In house design, approved by Doctors, faster production.
- One kit includes 1 hood with elastic band + 4 front sheets that can be disinfected.

Our objective is to provide this to each and every frontline warrior in Surat and South Gujarat.
Estimated quantity is 5000 pieces,

Whatever happens, we are committed to provide each and every frontline warrior this essential piece of protection. YOUR CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS THIS CAUSE WILL BE VERY HELPFUL TO FRONTLINE WARRIORS. (All the contribution to Team Pray as is exempt under section 80G.)

Bank details, UPI and Gpay details are given herewith.

Every face shield count.
Every effort count.
Let's beat the COVID, let's break the chain.
Following are our donation gateways

1. Using internet banking

PRAYAS TEAM ENVIRONMENT CHARITABLE TRUST.
ICICI BANK, ATHWALINES BRANCH
Account number : 005201036705
IFSC code : ICIC0000052
*All donations are exempted under 80G of I.T.

2. UPI/Google pay/paytm/phonepe

6355019204@okbizaxis
6355019204@okbizaxis

Prevention is better than panic!